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1; 
This invention relates to carbon paper for use 

on billing machines and similar office, machines; 
where such paper is manifolded with strip-forms, 
or fan-fold stationery. More particularly the . 
invention relates to carbon paper of the long, 
zigzag folded-type, with novel holder means for . 
the Same. 

Heretofore a number of constructions of car 
bon-sheets-and-holders for the sames have been 
devised. and used as shown and described-for 
instance in the patents of L. A. Petit:2,236,155, J. 
H. McAlvin 2,292,343, W. J. Feitl 2,363,661 and, 
J. A. Heckman 2,600,535. and the art cited. 
therein. 
General objects and desirable- properties of 

carbon paper of the presents types, are known 
from the prior artimentioned. For-instance-this 
carbon paper-should allow use on different kinds 
of-typewriters and typewriters attachments-and 
Similar machines: Attachment and detachment: 
and other required manipulations should be as 
simple as possible. The fullest possible use 
should be made of each carbon sheet. Irregular 
ity of copying effect should be avoided or held 
to a minimum. Each carbon sheet should safely 
and-strongly be held in a flat; folded condition, 
exeept when and sofar as it is positively unfolded." 
by the-operator. Such unfolding should be pos 
sible for the operator-without substantial incon 
venience or loss-of-time, For efficiency and con 
veniences in: shipment' and storage; the folded 
carbon sheets: should form thin, flat units’; and, 
should be substantially free-from irregularities 
in thickness Which cause: irregular. Wear: of ca. 
bon material. Finally reach unit: should be... as 
light as possible since: every-ounce of extra-weight. 
makes the:machine: Operation slower and noise: 
In Several of these respects: the new urait: is: 

improved over those-known to the prior-art. Its: 
can be attached to practically all known.ma. 
chines. With the greatest of ease ahdi:Without need 
of special: attachment: means. It... can; be. 
manipulated with particular: Speed, and Safety, 
Once that, it has been attachedito, a machine: 
Shipment, and storages as well as: normal. use are: 
facilitated. The carbon; sheets can be used up; 
to the last, inch of the available: Supply. Ir-l. 
regularities of copying; effect are: practically: 
avoided. 
These improvements are obtained by a cons. 50. 

struction which employs only: three parts of the: 
utmost simplicity: a flat, singly foldedicabon, 
holders of strong paper; or the like a long: zig 
zag:folded carbon, sheet within...theholder;. With 
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2. 
another and uniformly staggered; and a few 
Small adhesive pads at the front edge of the 
carbon holder, extending below the front folds 
of the carbon sheet and firmly but releasably. 
Securing Such front' folds to the carbon holder. 
The manufacture as well as the use of the unit 
is simplified by this construction. 
The advantages and more detailed features of 

the new unit and of its parts will be understood 
more clearly upon a perusal of the detailed de 
Scription of a preferred embodiment which fols 
lows, with reference to the drawing, wherein. 

Figure i is a perspectiye view, of the new, ar 
ticle in the form as deliyered to the user; 

Eigure 2 is a perspective diagrammatic view.of 
the new article...in one phase of actual use; 

Figure. 3, is a partial view generally similar to 
Figure 2, showing a different phase of the use. 
of the article; 

Figure 4 is a greatly enlarged. Section along 
lines, 4-4-in Figure 3, and 

Figure, 5, is a diagrammatic, exploded CrOSS Sec-. 
tion, through the article, in a view. generally 
Similar to that of Figure. 4. 
The carbon holder. ... as shown has a botton 

sheets (B. and a top, sheet or top flap f GT; these 
botton and top parts B, 9T being connected 
together at a fold line OL, which in actual use. 
Will be at the back end of the unit. The-top and 
bottom parts are: substantially rectangular and 
uniform in shape. and area, thereby forming a 
Very, simple envelope. for the carbon sheet it. 
This eravelope is about as wide as is the mani 
folded forma or stationery to be typed upon, and 

... it may be as long as such stationery, or may cover 
Only a fraction of the length of such stationery; 
The carbon sheet fornias.a.rectangular unit, 

about as Wide: as the carbonholder le but many, 
times: longer: in order. to minimize the...necessity 
for attaching and detaching operations. A suit 
able transfer material such as carbon ink forms a. 
coating. Cof: one side...of the carbon sheet. A 
plurality of zigzag folded sections are: formed in 
the carbon sheet; each section comprising a bot 
ston part : B. and atop parti T. The first sec 
tion: consists of: bottom part iB and top part 
T; the second of parts i B2s and IT2, etc: 

These. Successive parts, and sections are: substan 
tially.ualiform. With one another inform and size, 
except that the first and lowermost-bottom part 
fB f : preferably is...shorter, than the other parts 

f Tit, fiB2, etc., and forms a mere strip, for at-. 
tachment of the holder. O. Adjacent the front: 
Of this holder, a frontifold F is formed between front, and back-folds: equally: spaced from one every: pair of: bottom and top parts: B, iT, 
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The folds are staggered, so that successive front 
folds F, F2, etc., come progressively closer 
to the front edge of the carbon holder, as shown 
most clearly in Figure 4; thereby exposing a nar 
row strip of each section to the carbon holder 
bottom sheet for purposes of attachment. This 
spacing between pairs of front folds F, F2, 
etc., is Substantially uniform. It amounts, de 
Sirably, to a distance Such as One-eighth of an 
inch. The spacing between these front folds F 
and the back folds L in the carbon sheet-the 
latter being adjacent the line L-is also uni 
forn. Oesirably it often amounts to a distance 
Such as live or Six Ol' seven inches, subject to con 
siderable variation depending upon the type of 
the stationery for Which the carbon sheet is in 
tended. Due to the staggering of the front folds 

F and the uniformity of the intermediate sec 
tion parts i B, T, the back folds iL will usu 
ally be staggered in a manner Similar to the front 
folds; however, they are not attached to the car 
boin holder. 

0 
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The adhesive pads 2 below the front folds F 
are desirably formed by Small strips of paper, 
fabric or the like. Their lower sides are coated 
with glue 2G or the like for permanent attach 
ment to the top of the carbon holder bottom 0B. 
Their upper Sides are coated with dry sealing 
adhesive 2A in order to releasably secure the 
front folds F to the front part of the carbon 
holder bottom sheet B. Preferably the width 
of every pad or strip f2 is only a minor fraction 
of the width of the carbon holdier, in order to 
minimize the time required for release and un 
folding and the resulting effects upon the copying 
characteristics of the carbon sheet. The length 
of every pad or strip 2 slightly exceeds the dis 
tance from adjacent the front to the lowermost 
front fold F. More particularly, as shown in 
Figure 4, each pad 2 extends from a location be 
tween the first front fold F and the back folds 

L forward to a location directly below the sec 
ond before last front fold FX and behind the 
very last front fold FY; thereby allowing im 
mediate use of the uppermost section T, B 
Without a releasing operation. 

Each carbon holder it is secured to the form 
carrier or attachment of the typewriter or other 
business machine. This can be done by suitable, 
Well-known Support arms, clips or the like, in 
Serted in the Space between the back foids of 
the carbon sheet and the back fold 0L of the car 
bon holder. The attachment bar or equivalent 
device is inserted in known manner between the 
top and bottom sheets 9P, E96 of the carbon 
holder, behind the back folds I of the carbon 
sheets. In order to facilitate such insertion said 
Space between the folds L and S3L is preferably 
made long enough for the usual attachment of 
bars, by Suitably locating the attachment pads 
2 adjacent the opposite edge of the carbon 

holder. 
For actual operation, there is usually a plu 

rality of the carbon units supported on the form 
carrier; Said units being disposed above one an 
other, manifolded with one sheet of paper or the 
like below each carbon unit. (In Figure 2 the 
sheets of paper have been omitted and the verti 
cal spacing between the carbon units has been 
exaggerated in the interest of a clearer diagram 
natic representation.) 
At the start of operation, the top section of 

each Carbon sheet is unfolded from Within the 
holder 0; the front portions of the stationery 
to be typed upon and the front top portions of 
the interleaved carbon sheets are lined up at their 
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4 
front edges; and these front edges are then in 
serted below the platen of the machine, So that 
they are curved upward as shown in Figure 2. 
Such insertion is usually accomplished with the 
platen in raised position. The operator then 
lowers the platen to its normal typing position 
and begins actual type Work. 
As the platen moves from right to left, the 

form carrier with the system of carbon units and 
interleaved stationery portions thereon moves 
along from right to left. Likewise as the platen 
is turned to change from one line to another the 
System of carbon units and interleaved Station 
ery portions moves with the platen. Forward 
movement of this entire System is effected by 
forward turning of the platen. Backward move 
ment of the system is effected upon backward 
turning of the platen, by mechanism which is 
conventionally incorporated in the form carrier. 
Such mechanism, by means of the attachment 
clips, holds the carbon holders 0 and thereby 
the forwardly extending section of the carbon 
sheet under a slight backward tension, away 
from the platen. 
As a result of Such backward tension, the dry 

seal joint between the top 2A of each adhesive 
pad 2 and the uppermost front fold F se 
cured thereto is Subject to some little stress in 
a direction parallel with the plane of the carbon 
holder paper. Some Such streSS prevails con 
tinuously; and a particularly strong force is ap 
plied whenever the platen is turned. I found 
that a Sufficiently high resistance to a, so di 
rected force or stress, to prevent irregular, mis 
directed shifting of the carbon holders between 
the stationery sheets, is provided by any of the 
well-known permanently tacky compounds for 
dry sealing on paper and the like. Such a com 
pound may contain a rubber or latex base with 
Sitable admixtures, as is Well known from the 
art of adhesives used in mailing envelopes and 
the like. In the present application the dry 
sealing compound on top of the pad 2 engages 
the underside of the carbon sheet (normally 
not coated With carbon ink but sometimes coated 
With Wax W or the like) and holds the same 
to the pad and thereby to the carbon holder 
bottom 6B against the forces referred to. 

Release of this holding effect is possible, by 
operations to be described presently. 
When a first invoice or other stationery item 

has been typed the platen is raised again to 
allow forward pulling of the entire system of 
sheets; then the operator holds the system of 
stationery sheets in position while allowing the 
System of carbons to slide back under the back 
Ward tension applied thereto, by a sufficient, dis 
tance for work on the next invoice; then the first 
invoice is torn off; the platen is lowered and 
turned forward or backward a sufficient distance; 
and the next in Voice is typed in the same man 
ner as the first. When this has been repeated a 
number of times, the portion of the carbon sheet 
used in this Work is sufficiently worn to be dis 
Carded. At Such times, when an invoice has been 
completed, the front part of the carbon as well 
as the stationery is separated from the re 
mainder, in known manner, instead of sliding the 
carbon back as mentioned before. Depending on 
the relative length of the unfolded carbon and 
the stationery used it may or may not be neces 
Sary at this time to unfold an additional length 
of carbon from its folded condition between the 
top and bottom flaps of the holder 0. If and 
When Such unfolding is necessary it can be ef 
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fected in thesmanner: diagrammatically, sh.0Wn. 
in Figure 3. 

Here it...iss assumed that the:foregoing, used. 
up portion of the carbon sheet has been separated 
directly at the front edge of the carbon holder. 
The operator now... uses: two fingers to lift up One 
corner of the carbon-holder. top. 6F and of the. 
directly underlying, uppermostcarbon, sheet p0r 
tion B, as shown at the right front edge...in, 
Figure. 3. The said carbon portion fB adheres 
to: the top 2A, of the adhesive... pad: 2. at the: 
right Corner, but such adhesion can be overcome: 
by lifting up the aforementioned parts T and 
B. In other words, the dry sealing materials 

mentioned have less resistance: to the peeling off 
incident; to:Stlch lifting up... than to the afores 
mentioned stresses.parallel to the plane. of the: 
paper., 
As the seal between each pad 2 and the car 

bon. Sheet is broken a...: Small amount of Wax 
from a Waxed reverse side. W of the carbon 
sheet Will remain. On the adhesive coating 2A of 
the:pad, partly or fully preventing any repeat 

This: is unobjectionable in the present Sealing. 
application. In fact it is desirable, since this 
feature... prevents. Subsequent adhesion between 
the spent portion of the paid and the newly un 
folded carbon sheet portion which is next brought 
into contact thereWith. If there were such adhe 
Sion. With a Spent portion of the pad and if the 
adhesion were strong, it would become necessary 
to. apply increasing effort for the release of suc 
cessive. Carbon Sections. The arrangement as 
described on the other hand involves uniform 
releasing operations at each front fold F. Each 
adhesive pad 2 in effect provides a series of 
short and narrow Sealing areas, transversely of 
the pad, which are spent by releasing operations, 
One after the other and which thereafter will 
not apply any strong adhesive action upon the 
Waxed reverse side portions of the carbon sheet; 
Successively contacted therewith, 
This non-repeat sealing has additional advan 

tages, at least in some instances where relatively 
delicate carbon coating must be used on the 
carbon sheet. In such cases the removal of wax 
W from any extended portions of the reverse 

side would undesirably affect the copying charac 
teristics of equally extended areas of the carbon 
ink coating. On the other hand, the existence 
of two or three short and narrow areas so affected 
is harmless. The areas, as mentioned above, need 
not be any wider than about one-eighth of an 
inch and they can be kept at the top edge or 
bottom edge of the form to be typed upon where 
they do not interfere with any actual type work. 
Accordingly it, Will be seen that it is most de 

sirable for present purposes to use a somewhat 
Special construction of the adhesive pad and also 
a Somewhat special construction of the carbon 
sheet. The adhesive pad, dimensioned and ar 
ranged in the manner as described, is best formed 
by a rather thin strip of paper or the like, with 
ordinary, usually Wet Sealing and non-tacky ad 
hesive 2G at the bottom side and the aforemen 
tioned tacky and dry Sealing adhesive 2A on the 
top side; the dry Sealing being suitably selected 
for cooperation with the reverse side iW of the 
carbon sheet. It is also possible to apply such 
dry sealing compound to the top of the carbon 
holder botton B direct, at Suitable locations; 
however better results can often be obtained by 
the separate, double coated pads or strips which 
I have described. The reason is that different 
dry Sealing compounds may best be provided for 

10, 

different types: offcarbon sheet; reverseysidessard: 
irrespective of the different dimensions; imprints: 
and other features of the carbonholders and cate, 
bon-sheets. Moreover, dry seal compounds usable: 
in engagement with the reverse side{ofia carbon 
sheet will usually tendito; adhere also to the paper 
of a carbon-holder. For this.reason they would 
coiplicate, the manufacturegand. Storagecof cars. 
bon, holders. On the other hand no.; problem 
whatsoever.is presented when the double:Sealed 
pads are simply cut off from a long strip and ina. 
stalled in the carbon's holders practically at the: 
same tiline with the prefoldedicarbon sheet. 
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Instead of tearing off-the-carbon paper directly. 
at the front exiges of the: carbon holder as Eshown." 
in Figure 4: the operator can tear it off. Some: Staits 
able: distances in front of Said, edge: In that event} 
a transverse strip of the last:used top:portion:left 
will still adhere to the front, fold. F. Thegade, 
vantage is; that the operator Will, not: have to: 
touch the carbon coated side: C of the carbon. 
sheet: with his fingers during: any phase of the: 
Inanipulation; not even. When pulling out theires. 
leased, carbon for interleaving between the: Star. tionery. 
The outer side of the top flap. T. of: thes car 

bon, holder Will often beinprinted. With thenais 
ufacturer's' name: and address or With advertiss 
ing matter or the like: Such inaprints": are not. 
shown in the drawing. However as-ShoWar in thes. 
drawing said top fiap. may be, additionally, inst 
printed. Withraaikers, or indicia. 2P:Substantially, 
coextensive with and overlying: the Seal pad; or 
seal Spot 2 on the holder botton. 08. Such 
markers, may be desirable in: some instances; in: 
connection with the releasing: Operation. Whent. 
any additional supply of carbon paper is needed 
the operator, must pull the: forwardly extended: 
Sectional portion of thes carbon paper upWard as: 
mentioned above, and the operation is usually fa 
cilitated if he simultaneously presses down with 
a fingertip. On the underlying portion of the car 
bon, holder botton. While the carbon holder 
bottom itself is substantially obscured by overly 
ing carbon sheet Sections, and in any lower, mani 
folded unit also by overlying stationery, the 
markers 2P on the uppermost carbon paper unit 
Will show very clearly the successive points to be 
held down for the unfolding of each carbon sheet. 
The fact that these markers, and the seal 

Strips themselves are located at the front edge 
of the unit provides a further advantage in sim 
plifying the carbon release and supply operation. 
The operator can perform the entire operation 
from the normal typing position, with greater 
ea.Se and COnvenience than if the attachment were 
effected along the side or back edge of the unit. 
Moreover the front attachment described has the 
further advantage that practically no part of the 
Carbon sheet is wasted; everything but the narrow 
bottom section Bt can be used up for actual 
type work. 

It will be understood by persons skilled in the 
art that various additions and modifications are 
possible. For instance the unit may contain a 
protective paper sheet in addition to the carbon 
sheet shown and described, in which event the 
carbon sheet may be carbon coated on both sides. 
The sheet may also be coated with transfer 
materials other than carbon ink; and various 
other modifications can be applied. 

I claim: 
1. A transfer unit for billing machines and the 

like comprising a long transfer sheet with trans 
verse slightly staggered ZigZag folds incorporated 
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therein at uniform and relatively substantial 
Spaces from One another to arrange the sheet in 
form of a short rectangular pack, the sheet being 
Coated with transfer material on one side and 
also being coated with a smooth material oil the 
other side, whereby a first set of the slightly 
Staggered zigzag folds exposes said smooth ma 
terial to the outside and a second set of said 
slightly staggered zigzag folds exposes said trans 
fer material to the outside; a holder sheet for the 
transfer sheet with a holder bottom approximately 
as Wide and long as the folded pack and with a 
holder top flap hinged to the holder botton, the 
folded pack being inserted in the holder sheet 
With the second Set of staggered ZigZag folds ad 
jacent the hinge of the top flap; and a Seal pad 
secured to the holder bottom, located below and 
extending substantially across the first set of 
folds but not substantially beyond such folds, said 
pad providing, in engagement with such folds, a 
layer of Substantially non-repeat, adhesive na 
terial adapted to adhere to Said Smooth material 
in a manner releasable by peeling off but unre 
leasable by forces directed parallel with the trans 
fer sheet. 

2. A carbon pack comprising a long carbon 
sheet with a plurality of transverse slightly stag 
gered folds incorporated therein at uniform and 
relatively substantial spaces from one another to 
form the sheet into a zigzag folded pack, said 
sheet being coated with carbon ink on one side 
whereby a first set of the slightly staggered foids 
exposes a surface not so coated to the outside 
and a second set of slightly staggered folds ex 
poses carbon ink to the outside; a holder sheet 
comprising a holder bottom slightly wider and 
longer than the folded pack and with a holder 
top flap hinged to the holder botton, the folded 
pack being inserted in the holder with the second 
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Set of staggered folds adjacent the hinge of the 
top flap; and a plurality of dry seal pads secured 
to the holder bottom, each seal pad being a nar 
row strip extending from adjacent the first to 
adjacent the last fold of the first set of folds and 
each pad providing in engagement with said folds 
a layer of Substantially non-repeat adhesive ma 
terial to Seal such folds to the holder botton in a 
imanner releasable only by peeling off. 

3. A transfer unit for billing machines and the 
like comprising a long transfer sheet zigzag folded 
to for in a rectangular pack the folds of which 
are staggered, the sheet being coated with trans 
fer material oil at least one side; a holder sheet 
for the transfer sheet with a holder bottom Sub 
stantially as wide and long as the folded pack 
and with a holder top flap hinged to the holder 
bottom above the folded pack; and at least two 
Seal strips, parallel with one another and trans 
verse to the hiiage between the holder botton 
and the top flap, extending between the holder 
botton and the folded pack, having a substan 
tially non-releasable coating at the undersides of 
the seal strips, in engagement, with the holder 
botton, and having a Seal coating releasable by 
peeling off, at the top of the Seal strips, in engage 
ment with the folded pack. 
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